CardioWall reaction walls

Details
Provide a challenging, enjoyable activity in your trampoline park with a pair of CardioWall
Freestyle Duo reaction walls.
Illuminated pods are extinguished by bouncing and hitting them to trigger a score and
audio-visual feedback.
We provide a fully padded wall cantilevered over the trampolines to ensure that distracted
users always land on the trampoline bed, not the frame pad. We offer single sided versions
fixed to perimeter walls or freestanding dual sided units incorporating another pair of
reaction walls or another similar activity on the other side of the wall.
The CardioWall FreeStyle Duo tests:
reaction speed
visual alertness
hand-eye coordination
jumping accuracy.
Players score points with every correct hit, competing individually, or directly against another player to build a
huge score (and bragging rights)!
Eye-catching & Unique
With fully customisable graphics, the FreeStyle Duo is guaranteed to create a buzz and make your trampoline
centre stand out.
Competitive Challenge
The game play challenge of beating your own score or getting to the top of a leaderboard ensures more
excited customers, encourages positive interaction with staff, and stimulates repeat visits to the centre.
Make It Social
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Players love to see their successes on social media – perfect for reposting and re-tweeting.
Durable
Each CardioWall FreeStyle is designed to be robust and offer trouble-free operation. Bullet-proof and easy
swap-out LED pods and indestructible body-shell.
Height adjustable - *** EXCLUSIVELY FROM CONTINENTAL ***
Unique to Continental we provide a hydraulically assisted height adjustment mechanism which is totally
invisible to your users and entirely hidden behind the padded wall onto which the boards are mounted. This
easily enables your court monitors to lift or lower the reaction walls between high and low height settings to
suit any combination of adult and child users
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